"HE IS RISEN"

- Pt. #1 (VS#2) "...Found the stone rolled away..."

Some things Only God can Miraculously do!

- Pt. #2 (VS#3) "...found not the body of the Lord Jesus”.

They were in the natural way of thinking.

Jesus manifested the supernatural by the spirit. (Ro. 8:11– read it!)

(Raised Christ from the dead up.)

- Pt. #3 (VS#4) "...2 men stood by them in shining garments”.

Angels are our helpers/messengers.

- Pt. #4 (VS#5) "...Why seek ye the living among the dead?”

There are some situations in our lives that we need to let die.
Pt. #5 (VS#6) “He is not here, but is risen”. He can resurrect

Anything, if it is meant to be resurrected. See: John 11:25&26 (read it) (“I am the resurrections and the life…”)

See and read: (1 Cor. 15:12-22)

Pt. #6 (VS#7&8) “The Son of Man must be delivered...be crucified, and the 3rd day risen again”. “And they remembered his words”. God’s word is prophetic. Full of predictions, warnings, commands, teachings, faith, love and comfort. We too, need to “remember his words”.

Pt. #7 (VS#9&10)...(VS#9) “and returned...and told... (VS#10)...which told these things unto the apostles”.

We need to “tell”! (He is Alive!)
Pt. #8 (VS#11) “Their words seemed to them as idle tales, and they believed the not.” In Greek the word “leros” meaning “silly non-sense” occurs only here, and is a medical term for “deliverium.”

Note– they (the apostles/disciples) had to get out of the natural realm of unbelief (non-sense) and into the realm of what the word (Jesus) had already predicted. (Similar to Pt. #6) As long as unbelief is present, the natural mind will not be able to fully grasp the supernatural. They had to “see it to believe it”. But it’s the opposite in the spirit realm with God. We must “believe it in order to see it”. Just the opposite from each other.

Faith speaks then sees!!!
Jesus spoke and warned the disciples He would Die and Rise, but they had deaf ears and blinded eyes to the supernatural of Jesus’ words.

(See and read! Mark 9:31 and Mark 10:34
(Basically saying He will be killed and rise the 3rd day.)

- Pt. #9 (VS#12) ... “Peter...ran...stopped...beheld (or saw)...departed (or left)... wondering (or wondered)...

NOTE: This verse did not say “Peter believed”. Why? Because at this point Peter had not yet believed. (See and read: Luke 24:37) Jesus questioned (VS#38) “Why do thoughts arise in your hearts?” Jesus opened the scriptures to them (#45 and #46).

See: Eph. 1:18, Ro. 10:17

NOTE! We can’t enter the land of rest until we get rid of our unbelief!

See: Matt. 13:58 and Heb. 3:19

Note! The land of rest is faith!